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Warzone bunker codes season 5 part

Trying to break into the CoD: Warzone bunker during the next match in Verdansk? Bunkers can provide enough loot to fully kit out the entire team, with armour plates to spare. Finding them isn't too hard, but unlocking them can be a dangerous task. Sometimes they are even out for anyone preying, as a
new bunker at Verdansk Airport added with Call of Duty: Cold War Season 1. To make your next match go smoother, I put together a handy breakdown of all their locations so you can collect valuable equipment contained in. Arriving unscathed depends on a healthy dose of luck, but you will have a solid
advantage over your opponents if you make the right roll of the dice. Once you've done that, with the help of this guide, you need to find out which treasure is best for you and your team, and safely aim there – of course, while watching opportunistic campers. So with every Warzone bunker code you need
in your back pocket, here are all the places you need, including how to get through sneaky Bunker 11 and locked stadium doors. After Call of Duty: Black Ops – Cold War involved announcement process, it's clear that bunker-type puzzles will also be used for future in-game reveals that span across
games, so we'll be sure to let you know when there are new bust bunkers. Each warzone bunker code: All new locations and combinationsSo you will probably have a decent idea of where the standard bunkers are now, but reveal the puzzle for Call of Duty: Black Ops: Cold War added more doors and
keyboards that rewarded loot and clues for reveal. Since Warzone Season 6, Foresight killstreak, which revealed future circles on the map, can also be found in bunkers, although its rate of decline has been quickly nerfed. Watch the video above to get into all of them. Or if you prefer it written, here are the
codes (which, unlike the stadium one, are all solid) and the secret bunkers added during the lead up to reveal:(Image credit: Infinity Ward) Warzone Airport bunker locationNene new bunker in Verdansk from r/CODWarzoneCold War Season 1 apparently added more than just Rebirth Island and a pile of
warzone weapons. There's also a new bunker, and this time, there's not even a code to crack. Instead, just find a literal crack in the runway at Verdansk airport. As seen above in reddit user Mundoschristmas's video, dive into the hole and you'll find a tunnel leading directly into a Cold War-era Soviet
bunker filled to the brim with rare supply crates (and a chilling tribute to the Cold War campaign). There is no other catch, just be very careful. With the outbreak of prey in such a public space without restrictions, expect the airport to become a very deadly place to drop. At the top you can see a map with all
the places of the Warzone bunker - for secret bunkers with keyboards outside, look further on this page. Note: Some of the places on the map above are so close together that they are marked with the same tag. Some pretty hidden away, so here are the other descriptions:00: On the coast south of
Promenade West, head down from the cliff as if you were walking off the border to find your way to this mischievously hidden spot.01: North of the go-kart track and southwest of Boneyard.02: Road north by road from the previous bunker.03: Right next to 02, but you'll have to drop through the trap door.04
: Southeast of the dam, in the cliffs above the great Russian inscription.05 : On the west side of crash site.06: On the far east side of the map between the quarry and the lumber, above the train tunnel.07: East of the TV station, northeast of the stadium. Look at the next trap door.08: Opposite bunker 07,
head down the stairs inside.09: Northeast of the prison, cut into the cliff under the bridge.10: South of Tavorsk Park on the southern edge of Verdansk. How to open a non-keyboard Warzone bunkerFirst, you will need a red access card, which is only available in legendary crates. However, they are so rare
that it is not even guaranteed to appear in those, so keep your fingers firmly crossed when opening them. Next, you need to find the bunker. Here you have to be smart: These areas are often hot zones for key card players and sneaky chancers lingering in the shadows hoping to pinch one. Then look for
the keyboard to the right of the door. Interaction with this triggers horizontal yellow bars to unlock, and the door opens. When you get this far, happy looting - you deserved it. But if you're hoping to find a secret in the Warzone 11 bunker, learn more about it below. And above that is a breakdown of all the
new keyboard bunkers, in case you missed it. Warzone bunker 11 phones (Image credit: Infinity Ward)Warzone bunker 11 and phone locationI's a different story for bunker 11, northwest of the military base. Access cards won't get you here. Instead, you have several other hoops through which you can
jump, and includes some phones and corrective Russian.To to unlock the Warzone 11 bunker, you need to track down the correct phones - their location is indicated on the map above. Most of them will only have a dial tone when you call them, but the ones you're looking for will give you three numbers
that match another set of phones you need to ring. It'd be a little easier if the numbers weren't in Russian, but here you go. So, here are the numbers 1-9 in Russian:0: ноль (nohl)1: один (a-deen)2: два (two)3: три (tree)4: четыре (chye-tir-ye.) 5: пять (pyat)6: шесть (shest)7: семь (syem)8: восемь (vo-
syem)9: девять (dyev-yat)Now, once you determine the three numbers you need, your squad must split up and gain access to the corresponding numbered phones. These are marked on the map below. After all your hard work, it's time to ask for a reward. Warzone bunker 11 requires a lot of effort to
open, but the results are worth it. First, you can find mud dauber plan for MP7, and there should be just a few stock crates to help you stock up on decent equipment. You can also find two miniguns in bunker 11. Go to the same room as the MP7 and walk into the corner of the room to equip them. Of
course, it is not necessary to forget that there is a nuke that you can see in the state of assembly in a separate room. However, you cannot communicate with or use it. How to get to the warzones stadium bunker at the start of season 5, players can now fully explore the inside of the central Verdansk
Stadium. Lo and behold, the stadium is also hiding a brand new bunker with a numbered keyboard that needs a warzone stadium access code. This bunker is a serious doozy that require multiple door cards and another door code that must be deciphered in several pieces. For all newbies to CoD:
Warzone, here comes our guide on how to find an access card and which codes you need to open bunkers in Verdansk.Everywhere in Verdansk, map CoD: Warzone, you will come across a massive locked bunker door. There are 12 on the map, numbered 00-11. Here we marked their location on the
map. Here we marked the location of all the bunkers, two cottages and a locked room. (Image credit: mapgenie.io) Nine of the 12 bunkers can be opened. Bunker 11 is an exception and it's a little tricky to get into, but more on that later. For the new Easter egg in season 6, follow this link: To open bunkers
00, 02, 04, 05, 06 and 09, you need a red access card. The card can be found everywhere in Verdansk as a random legendary drop in boxes with loot and is very rare. If you kill a player who has this card on them, you can also pick it up. If you are lucky enough to find a red card, go to one of the above
bunkers and interact with the keyboard next to the bunker door. Once inside the bunker, you will be rewarded with some great loot in the form of legendary loot boxes, killstreaks and more. (Image credit: Activision) Since the scavenger hunt was announced in the upcoming Call of Duty: Black Ops – Cold
War, three more bunkers, two cottages and a locked room can now be opened in Verdansk. Unlike previous bunkers, you don't need an access card here, but codes. The location of both cottages on the map above marked H1 and H2 and locked room r. Here we have all the codes for you:Bunker 01:
97264138Bunker 03: 87624851Bunker 10: 60274513Hut 1: 27495810Hut 2: 72948531Verschlossener Raum: 49285163 of course, You will be rewarded with lots of loot. Let's go to the mysterious Bunker 11. If you want to open it, you have a slightly longer task ahead of you. First, you need to listen to a
message that tells you the code. You can find phones all over the map that you can communicate with if they ring. Work with different phones until you hear a message with a three-digit code. Since the message is always in Russian, you should either have someone on the team who speaks Russian, or
have an open table that will show you the Russian pronunciation of numbers one through ten. I guess you should have taken the break to high school instead. useless P.E. credit! We have the numbers listed here for those of you who are not into Russian:0: ноль ( nohl )1: один (a-deen)2: два (two)3: три
(tri)4: четыре (chye-tir-ye)5: пять (pyat)6: шесть ( shest)7: семь (syem)8: восемь (vo-syem)9: девять (dyev-yat)Three-digit code will tell you, in what order you must now communicate with certain phones. This video shows the exact positions of the phones: Video credit: Geeky Pastimes via YouTubeSo if
you understood the code correctly and communicated with three phones in the correct order, you should see the green above bunker 11. To enter, all you have to do now is communicate with the keyboard and the bunker should open. Once inside, you'll find plenty of legendary loot boxes, but there's more.
If you proceed after the passage, you will come to a room with several doors. After the first door on the left, you can press the switch to restart the computers. Behind the other door, you can see a countdown that counts down from ten to two and then stops. On the right, behind the door, is a table with a
legendary machine gun. Whoever picks him up unlocks a new weapon plan for mp7 for the entire squad. After that, you can walk further through the hole in the wall and press the red button. This causes the smoke on the other side of the window to disappear and gives you a view of the atomic bomb. This
video shows again all the steps just described: Geeky Pastimes via YouTubeREAD MORE: Spoiler Alert: Is Dr. DisRespect Buying a CDL Team? Now you know how to get to all the bunkers, two huts, and locked doors in CoD: Warzone so you can secure a lot of loot. But be alert while in the bunkers -
people like to camp careless players for easy kills! Find more Call of Duty news and updates like our setup guide for Bruen MK9 and top 10 operator skins in Call of Duty, here, at EarlyGame.Tags Call of Duty Warzone Call of Duty Tips
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